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We are Andreas & Michelle, when you join our trip you will
be traveling personally with us! We are digital nomads
and travel around the world to create video content for
businesses in the tourism and real estate industry. 
 
We've designed the ultimate road trip for you to travel for
14 days to bucket-list destinations and take full
advantage of the freedom your lifestyle offers you. We
have been doing this for a while now and we know that
traveling is the best thing to feed the soul, but sometimes
it can get lonely and quite hectic. After our experience
we know exactly what is needed to help you connect with
like-minded people, get some work done on the road but
also maximise the freedom that your life as a location
independent professional gives you.
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Hi there! 

 
We can't wait to be on the road with you and get to
know you better!
 
Andreas + Michelle, the crew of The Nomad Escape.

Porto - Faro
1 - 14 May 2020 

Photo by workaway.info

https://thenomadescape.com/
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For 14 days you will explore the most
stunning destinations together with a group of
ambitious people like you. We stay in beautiful
and unique accommodations, which are hard
to book when you travel solo.
 
We do mind-blowing outdoor activities that
help you unplug. Besides that there is time for
co-working and sharing skills. Just relax, and
enjoy the ride.
 
Experience a luxurious road trip 

for location independent professionals,

taking advantage of the freedom your

lifestyle offers you!

Hassle-free transport and driver: We travel

every 4 days to a different part of the

country in a brand new Renault Traffic.

We booked 4 beautiful private

accommodations, perfect for co-working,

relaxing and cooking together!

We organize masterminds, skill shares,

group connection sessions to make sure

you leave after these 14 days with new

inspiration, insights, and network!

You don't have to think about logistics,

planning, wifi, and preparing daily fresh

breakfast. We got you covered!

We help you unplug! We arranged epic

adventures and outdoor activities! All

included in your package. 

Let us handle the curation of the group and

the logistics so you can dedicate your

precious time to your job & the adventure

ahead. What can you expect:

 

Read all practical info here in our FAQ.
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How it works What included?

Pricing
The price for this life changing

experience is €1349. 

 
The total value of our trips are
between €3500 - €5000. Because we
travel with a group we are able to
create special collaborations with the
places we travel to. 

APPLy NOW! 

https://thenomadescape.com/important-booking-info/
https://thenomadescape.com/


LISBON - ROME
2/9 - 22/9 2019 
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HAVE YOU seen the diversity of 

sunny Portugal?

APPLy NOW! 

https://thenomadescape.com/


Acc (DRAFT ITINERARY - SUBJECT TO CHANGE)

THE ITINERARY

APPLy NOW! 

https://vimeo.com/339726573
https://thenomadescape.com/


 
"Michelle and Andreas are the perfect hosts for a
trip like this. Organized, crazy friendly and they
keep the positive vibe going all the way! The energy
they transfer to the group, to each individual
differently, that is a special talent. With their
business knowledge, personal coaching and
marketing backgrounds, there's so much to learn."

BAS TEN BROEKE

WEBDEVELOPER

THE NETHERLANDS
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"Getting to know incredible and valuable people.
The group you travel with and all the other people
you meet along the way through workshops or
activities set up by Michelle and Andreas, it´s an
experience that needs to be understood at its true
value. Michelle, Andreas, thank you for creating this
and I am so happy I got to live it"

RALUCA MARCU

SOFTWARE ENGINEER

ROMANIA

 

 
"This is such a unique concept and one that has
changed my life in a massive way!I'm a relatively
new digital nomad so being surrounded by people
who understand my goals and motivations and who
all have so much knowledge and experience to
share was so valuable to me! In these weeks I grew
so much in myself and in my business (I got two new
clients!) by surrounding myself with like minded,
ambitious and supportive people."

ERIN BUTLER 

VIRTUAL ASSISTENT

SCOTTLAND

 
"Joining the nomad escape opened my eyes to so
much possibility for how this dream of mine can
look! The professional development was immense,
but truly the connections I made with the other
people on this trip is what made this experience
truly priceless. An amazing, crazy beautiful hodge-
podge of strangers from around the world thrown in
a van offered me so many learning experiences"

CANDICE HADDAD

SOFTWARE ENGINEER

USA

APPLy NOW! 

https://thenomadescape.com/azores-islands/
https://thenomadescape.com/
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THE TYPE OF PLACES 

WHERE WE STAY

(DRAFT ITINERARY - SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
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A year from now you
will wish you had
started today...
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Join 9 hand-selected remote professionals

as we learn, discover and explore!

 

Ready for a new chapter and a life changing

experience? Apply today for one of the seven spots!

 

 

 

 

We only select highly motivated, positive and

enthusiastic go-getters who love to travel, share skills

and want to bring themselves to the next level!

 

Tell us more about yourself and get selected to be one 

of the professionals that can join this 

life-changing experience!

 

APPLy NOW! 

http://www.thenomadescape.com/
https://thenomadescape.com/azores-islands/
https://thenomadescape.com/

